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COMEUP introduces the UTE-6000rs Utility Winch for a wide range of application. 

COMEUP Industries Inc. proudly presents the new Utility Winch (UTE-6000rs). This new winch is designed 

specifically for dual –use mounting of horizontal and vertical suitable for pulling and lifting, as for crane hoist, 

boat trailer winch and lifter…etc.  

 

Equipped with a high-torque permanent magnet motor, the UTE-6000rs delivers heavy line pulls at lower amps, 

ensuring efficient operation. The slip-free dynamic brake adds an extra layer of reliability, making it ideal for 

demanding tasks.  The compound gear wheel gearbox ensures the UTE-6000rs performs reliably under the 

most rugged conditions. The UTE-6000rs incorporates a double mechanical ratchets brake and a motor 

dynamic brake, ensuring unparalleled load control. This dual braking system securely holds the load without 

any slippage, enhancing safety and reliability.  

 

In the event of power loss, the UTE-6000rs features a manual override for seamless control. The winch's 12-

strand construction synthetic rope is coated for improved abrasion resistance and protection against dirt and 

grit ingress, ensuring longevity and performance.  The Intelligence Dashboard (IDB) adds sophistication with 

features like an On/Off switch to prevent battery drain, an LED fan-shaped battery life indicator, and a 

continuously illuminated wireless signal icon confirming remote pairing. 

 

In summary, COMEUP's UTE-6000rs sets a new standard in utility winches, combining power, reliability, and 

innovation. It is the go-to solution for professionals demanding excellence in their equipment. 

 

 

About COMEUP 

For over48 years, Comeup Industries has been a leading force in winch/hoist solutions and famous for 
its COMEUP brand. COMEUP winch includes AC Winch, Automotive Winch, Powersports Winch, Defense 
& Security Winch, Industrial Winch, Industrial Hoist, Material Handling Hoist categories. Comeup 
expanded its portfolio of innovative winches to the market with continued leadership in design, 
innovation and quality. For more information, please visit www.comeupwinch.com  or email to us  
info@comeup.com.tw 
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